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The following are the minutes of the Herriman City Council and Planning Commission Work Meeting held on 

Thursday, March 30, 2017 at 6:00 p.m. in the Herriman City Community Center, 13011 South Pioneer Street 

(6000 West), Herriman, Utah. Adequate notice of this meeting, as required by law, was posted in the 

Community Center, on the City’s website, and delivered to members of the Commission and media. 

 
Presiding:  Chair Clint Smith 
 
Commission Members Present:  Chris Berbert, Andrea Bradford, Adam Jacobson, Jessica Morton, 
Curt Noble, Robyn Shakespear, Wade Thompson 
       
Council Members Present:  Mayor Carmen Freeman, Jared Henderson, Nicole Martin, Craig B. 
Tischner, Coralee Wessman-Moser 
 
City Staff Present:  City Planner Bryn McCarty, Planner I Sandra Llewellyn, Planning Intern Craig 
Evans, Deputy Recorder Cindy Quick, City Manager Brett geo. Wood, Assistant City Manager Gordon 
Haight, Director of Administration and Communications Tami Moody, City Engineer Blake Thomas, 
City Attorney John Brems and Economic Development Analyst Heather Upshaw 

 

6:15:03 PM Chair Smith welcomed those in attendance and thanked everyone for coming.  
 

 

 6:16:19 PM

Mayor Carmen Freeman MOVED to approve the minutes for June 30, 2016. 

City Council Member Jared Henderson SECONDED the motion.  
 

The voting was unanimous.  
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 6:16:43 PM
 

City Attorney John Brems provided a training for Open and Public Meetings. He mentioned that the 

training would not satisfy the training required by code 17B-1-312 (Training for Board Members – All 

Local Districts). He reviewed definitions of a public body. Utah law requires an officer for each public 

body; Chair Clint Smith and Mayor Carmen Freeman satisfy that requirement. Meetings require a public 

body with a quorum and are open to the public. A quorum for City Council would be three members. A 

quorum for the Planning Commission would be four members. A meeting does not include a chance 

meeting of members, for example running into each other at the grocery store. The city is required to 

provide a 24 hours’ notice for each meeting. The city would also be required to provide an annual notice 

listing the meeting dates for the year. The public may ask to discuss an item that was not on the agenda, 

however, the council cannot act on that item. Written minutes and recordings must be kept of every 

open meeting. Closed meetings can be held for the character of an individual, litigation, purchase or 

exchange of real property, or when acting in a quasi-judicial capacity. Minutes of a closed meeting are 

protected under GRAMA. All closed meetings are recorded unless the meeting was closed to discuss the 

character of an individual. A statement must be signed stating that during the closed meeting only 

certain topics were discussed. City Attorney Brems provided examples of what to do and how to handle 

different circumstances that may arise. He reminded the council and commission members that they 

may not discuss city matters or indicate how they would vote on city matters when a chance meeting 

occurs outside the office.  

 

 

 6:25:51 PM
 

Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight oriented the commission and council regarding the new 

Community Coordinator Program that they would like to implement. He asked them for their 

comments or concerns with the process that they would outline. Planner I Sandra Llewellyn referred to 

the work flow for the Herriman Community Outreach Process provided to them in their packets. The 

process would start with the application submission and end with the Planning Commission decision. 

She provided an explanation for the colored boxes on the work flow; red boxes indicated responsibilities 

of the applicant, blue boxes indicated responsibilities of Herriman City staff, green boxes were the 

responsibilities of the Community Coordinator and yellow boxes indicated responsibilities of the 

Planning Commission. The position title, Community Outreach Facilitator (COF), could change. The 

first step would be the applicant submitting an application to the COF. Currently applications reviewed 

by staff were for rezones and subdivisions. Just as a reminder, Herriman City staff also accepts 

applications for conditional uses, home occupations, PUD’s and commercial businesses, as well as, 

making text changes in the code and handling permitted uses. The next step in the process would be to 

receive the application and schedule a Pre-DRC meeting with Herriman City staff. DRC meetings are 

held every Wednesday and include representatives from various city departments; planning, engineering, 

building, communications, water, parks and facilities, as well as, the fire department and police 

department. Information about the application would be provided to the various departments prior to 

the meeting. Minutes are taken during the meeting and any changes that are discovered should be 

emailed to the applicant so those changes can be made prior to submitting the application. With the new 

process, the COF would provide the applicant with those changes prior to them meeting with anyone in 
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the community. The COF would provide the applicant with contact information for the Community 

Coordinator. The COF would also contact the Community Coordinator and provide information 

regarding the application. If an area does not have a Community Coordinator, the COF would attend 

and conduct the community meeting. Herriman City staff would not attend the community meetings. 

The applicant would need to contact the Community Coordinator and schedule the community 

meeting. A map was shown outlining areas of the city where a Community Coordinator would be 

assigned. It was mentioned, that at times, there may be a need for two Community Coordinators to 

work together on a project that may encompass more than one area. The Community Coordinator 

would be advised that the meeting would need to be scheduled within two weeks so as not to hold up 

the process. Understanding that they may not be able to hold the meeting within the two week window, 

but it should at least be scheduled. The Community Coordinator would then email the COF with the 

date and time of the meeting and coordinate with the City Recorder to provide noticing to City Council 

members who may want to attend and need to be aware of the meeting. The applicant would obtain 

mailing labels from the COF for residents that are within 300 feet of the project. Some applications may 

require more than 300 feet. A template would be provided for the notice to ensure that information 

would be consistent and up to city standards. The notice would be reviewed by staff prior to the mailing. 

If an applicant was part of a current MDA, the developer would not be required to go through the 

process. However, they would be highly encouraged to go through the process. The next step in the 

process would be for the meeting to be held. The meeting may be held in a clubhouse, church, park or 

wherever the coordinator decided would work best for their community. The Community Coordinator 

would take minutes at the meeting and email them along with a list of all attendees to the COF within 

48 hours after the meeting. The COF would then send weekly updates to the City Planner. If necessary, 

a final DRC meeting would be scheduled and minutes would be taken and provided to the City Planner 

so that any items could be addressed prior to that meeting. Once the steps have been completed, 

planning staff would then schedule the applicant for a Planning Commission meeting. Staff would also 

mail out required notices prior to that meeting. The COF would keep in touch with the Community 

Coordinator throughout the entire process and would inform them of the date of the planning 

commission meeting. The COF would attend the planning commission meeting to answer any questions 

and make the commission aware of any concerns that came up during the community meeting. The 

planning commission would then make a decision. City Council Member Craig B. Tischner voiced 

concern with the turnaround of the minutes. He wondered if there would be any way for the meeting to 

be recorded to ensure the accuracy of the minutes. He was concerned that the conversation and 

presentation that took place during the community meeting could be manipulated or that they may be 

misinformed of what actually took place. City Planner Bryn McCarty explained that the Community 

Coordinator would receive a lot of training and education to understand the process. Mayor Carmen 

Freeman wondered what size of projects would go through the Herriman Community Outreach Process 

outlined. Planner I Sandra Llewellyn responded that it would be for rezones and subdivisions. City 

Planner Bryn McCarty responded that it would be for every size of subdivision, however, the council 

could decide the level or size of development. City Council Member Coralee Wessman-Moser advised 

that even the one lot subdivisions could have contentious situations and should go through the process. 

Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight reminded them that any development agreement would also go 

through the outlined process. Mayor Carmen Freeman reported that it was his understanding that the 

planning commission and city council members should not go to the community meetings. Assistant 

City Manager Gordon Haight responded that the planning commission members should not attend the 
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meetings, however, the city council members could attend if necessary. City Council Member Nicole 

Martin suggested that meetings were meant for citizens to meet with the developer. Mayor Carmen 

Freeman suggested that none of the council members should attend the community meetings, he felt it 

should be a meeting with the developer and residents only. Planner I Sandra Llewellyn explained that 

the process outlined was not that different from what already took place. The average time for that 

process would typically be about three weeks, however, the process outlined would take about five 

weeks and could possibly add three more weeks to every application brought into the city. 

Commissioner Adam Jacobson felt that it could possibly be even longer, if changes were needed during 

that process. The process should ensure that an applicant would not go right out to the public with 

something that would not typically be approved. That was the main reason for the DRC meetings; to 

review and educate before a development was presented to the public. The process could eliminate 

concerns of residents for proposed developments. Commissioner Adam Jacobson wondered what 

would happen if an application reached the point where the commission requested additional changes or 

even denied the application, would the applicant then have to repeat the entire process. The response 

was, no, they would not go back through the entire process. Assistant City Manager Haight explained 

that the process should not interfere with the current process in place. The Herriman Community 

Outreach Process would provide greater public involvement. The hope being that a development would 

turn out better by the time it reached the commission or council. City Planner McCarty added that more 

than one neighborhood meeting may be required. City Council Member Jared Henderson stated that 

when a community becomes involved in the process, they take ownership of the development. Planner I 

Sandra Llewellyn explained that all Community Coordinators would be trained and educated to help the 

residents understand the process. Commissioner Adam Jacobson was concerned with the additional 

time needed to complete the process. He believed that city staff may receive greater pressure from the 

developer to move the application along quickly and the quality of the project may suffer. City Council 

Member Nicole Martin divulged that the process outlined was based on a Sandy City Community 

Coordinator Program which had been used for 20 years. The program allowed the council and 

commission to obtain resident input sooner and the process actually went a lot smoother. She believed it 

was due to the elimination of clamor that is received without requiring the process. She felt it made 

sense to include the public more often throughout the process, especially in a fast growing community. 

If there was concern regarding the success of the program, she believed that 20 years in Sandy would 

prove it was a good process and a successful one. She thanked staff for being willing to administer the 

program and felt the investment would pay dividends that were immeasurable. A brief discussion 

regarding communication and recruitment for the program took place. Concerns of keeping the 

Community Coordinator positions filled and the length of the process were voiced. Council Member 

Martin stated that a gut reaction may be that a developer would fight against the program because it 

lengthens the process, however, it would actually alleviate a lot of tension and stress that may have 

materialized had they not gone through the process. Education of the process would be vital and should 

include how it helps the developer and the community both. Commissioner Curt Noble wondered what 

the turnover rate was for Sandy’s Community Coordinators. Council Member Martin reported that it 

varied and noted that some have been involved for 15 years. A discussion regarding the cost of the 

program and how coordinators would be trained ensued. City Planner McCarty reported that staff 

would bring back processes and procedures for the program and a discussion took place. Commissioner 

Chris Berbert requested that the commission receive all minutes from the community meetings as part 

of their packet. He voiced a concern that information that took place during the meeting may not be the 
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same information received during the planning commission meeting. Assistant City Manager Haight 

reminded him that the Community Coordinator would attend the planning commission meeting to 

represent what took place during the community meeting. Council Member Martin believed the process 

would help developers be a community partner. City Planner Bryn McCarty mentioned that the process 

would not ensure everyone is happy with a development. Commissioner Berbert requested that the 

Community Coordinator should present an update during the work meeting. Planner McCarty and 

Assistant City Manager Haight agreed and felt that would be valuable. Council Member Martin 

reminded them that it was important for the Community Coordinator to remain neutral and removed 

from the city. The coordinator should be a trusted and neutral source for the community. Commissioner 

Chris Berbert mentioned that he was worried about the amount of steps created by the process because 

things could be missed, however, he felt the process could be good. Commissioner Adam Jacobson 

wanted to be sure that the process would not change what was received by the time it reaches the 

commission. Planner I Sandra Llewellyn liked the suggestion of having the coordinator attend the work 

meeting. Chair Clint Smith thought that the process would be good and was fine slowing things down 

by adding a few more steps. Allowing more time for the development to be vetted could provide a 

much better product in the end. He asked if there was an anticipated start time to implement the 

program and understood that they would be hiring someone to run the program. Assistant City Manager 

Haight suggested that they could be ready in the next 20-30 days. Planner McCarty noted that a 

developer going through the new process could be completed in as little as a month.  

 

 7:08:42 PM
 

City Planner Bryn McCarty explained that the intent for the developed areas was the focus of whether 

or not there were areas in the city that the council or commission feel should be considered as 

developed or built out and should not be considered for further development or to create smaller lots. 

Recently there were two, one acre properties along 6400 West that the owner wanted to rezone and then 

subdivide into flag lots. The planning commission recommended denial and that would go before the 

council at the next meeting. There was a lot of neighborhood concern because they felt the intent of the 

area was to remain one acre lots. From staff perspective, the owner had a one acre lot, met the flag lot 

requirement and also met the density of the general plan. Staff were only able to tell the owner to submit 

the application because there was no reason to tell them not to; the application fell in line with planning 

ordinances. She posed the question of whether or not the council and commission felt that type of 

application should continue to meet the ordinance or if they felt there should be adjustments made. City 

Planner McCarty outlined areas where adjustments could be made. She suggested that those area could 

be included on the general plan and the designation could be changed. Chair Smith appreciated the 

discussion and described the pressure felt for applications like the one being discussed. Public 

perspective was that the commission was not being consistent. He thought having it part of the map 

could more easily provide an explanation to these applicants and why certain areas of the city would not 

be developed further. City Planner McCarty also suggested a statement that no flag lots are allowed on 

collector or arterial roads (roads that are 66 feet wide or greater). That may solve the issue for 75% of 

the areas being discussed. She explained that generally the reason for denial was due to traffic and the 

driveways along those roads. Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight reported that staff would bring 

back more criteria for the areas outlined on the general plan at a later time. 
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7:23:16 PM

 

City Planner Bryn McCarty distributed the proposed policy and noted that it would need to be approved 

by city council. Some of the changes would require that the commissioners complete a certain amount 

of training, attend a percentage of the meetings and meet with the Mayor annually instead of every three 

years. The process for filling vacancies was updated and she planned to combine the two documents she 

found in files; Rules of Procedure and Bylaws and Rules of Procedure. The rules would clarify the order 

of business. She proposed revising the secretary position to the Deputy City Recorder, instead of 

planning staff. Assistant City Manager requested that it be changed to City Recorder or Deputy 

Recorder. Planner McCarty reported that the location of meetings would be updated to Herriman City 

Hall and changed to the new address. Council Member Craig B. Tischner voiced concern with the 

commission members meeting annually with the Mayor because it could be politically motivated. Mayor 

Freeman suggested that the annual reviews could be with the Planning Commission Chair. Chair Clint 

Smith suggested that the review be with the Planning Commission Chair and the Mayor. The council 

and commissioners agreed. Commissioner Curt Noble noted that having a training and attendance 

requirement could also avoid the politically motivated concern. Mayor Freeman suggested that at the 

beginning of planning commission meeting a question should be asked whether or not there was 

anything on the agenda that may cause a conflict of interest with any of the commissioners. He also felt 

that one duty of the Chair should be that they are part of the interview process for new commission 

members. Council Member Coralee Wessman-Moser wanted it to state may be part of the process, not 

shall be part of the process, in case there was a time conflict or a conflict of interest. Mayor Freeman 

voiced concern with the requirement for the secretary to have notification of materials to the 

commission within three days of meeting; he would like that to be longer. Planner McCarty explained 

that was a legal requirement. Assistant City Manager Haight explained that the policy would be to get 

them materials a week before the meeting, but they wanted to have flexibility to get information out at 

least three days before. A brief discussion regarding the requirement to leave the room when there was a 

conflict of interest took place. Mayor Freeman questioned the phrase that only staff and commission 

could attend a field trip, because sometimes there are others who would want to attend. Assistant City 

Manager Haight explained that the city would not provide accommodations to take the public, however, 

if someone wanted to follow they are able to. City Planner McCarty reported that she would make the 

suggested changes and take it to the city council for approval. A discussion regarding the wording of 

mandatory trainings took place. Council and commission wanted the requirement to remain mandatory. 

 

 7:42:51 PM
 

City Planner Bryn McCarty reviewed the substantive changes made to the land use ordinance. She 

passed out one chapter to review the proposed changes. One change was the inclusion of a table that 

included different uses in a chart. A chapter would be added for home occupations and landscaping 

requirements. Perhaps the biggest change was with PUD’s. A  PUD would be considered a rezone and 

would go before city council as a legislative item. PUD’s would no longer be considered a conditional 

use. A public hearing would be held and the planning commission would give a recommendation to the 

council.  
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Chapter five would include processes for everything and those processes would now be outlined in the 

ordinance. The zoning chapters would have a table of uses and a table at the end of every zone. The 

table would show setbacks, lot sizes and widths.  

 

Supplementary Qualifying Chapter 10-29-6 would require adequate facilities before adding a property; 

an owner could not develop land unless services were provided. The city may deny a proposed 

development if the demand for public services exceeded the service level needed.  

 

The phrase ‘and anything else the planning commission wants to require’ would no longer be included 

in the ordinance. She provided an example in the fencing ordinance that states, unless an exception is 

granted by the planning commission based on the following criteria. She commented that they would 

need to outline the criteria in the ordinance. A suggestion was made to include a requirement for the 

fence in front of a home to be only three feet. Council Member Coralee Wessman-Moser suggested 

looking at exceptions that have been given in the past and adding a visual for clarification.  

 

City Planner McCarty continued with 10-29-25 Lots and Parcels Used as one Building Site. She gave an 

example of someone purchasing two lots next to each other that wanted to combine those lots and build 

a house. With the new ordinance you could build a house over that center line without amending the 

plat to combine the lots. The ordinance currently required that they amend the plat. She wondered 

whether or not the commission was concerned with that adjustment and a discussion ensued. Assistant 

City Manager Gordon Haight felt the issue should be handled by staff and Commissioner Adam 

Jacobson agreed.  

 

Regarding the grade of property, City Engineer Blake Thomas explained that a proposed change in the 

ordinance language would help with walls and slopes. Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight explained 

that if an owner changes the slope of his property, that change could cause a problem for the lot owner 

next to him. The new proposal would address that issue in the ordinance.  

 

Another proposed change was regarding private right-of-way. One issue was when an owner wants to 

have four flag lots with a private road. The new ordinance would require a PUD in order to have a 

private road. She felt that change would really help with those types of requests and would be a good 

addition.  

 

The requirement to have an element of rock or stone on churches was briefly discussed. The suggestion 

was made to require a percentage or just take the standard out of the ordinance. Planner McCarty 

reminded the council and commission that the commercial requirement was 60%. The residential 

requirement was 40%. Commissioner Adam Jacobson felt that a church would typically be built in a 

residential zone and therefore should match the residential requirement. 

 

City Planner McCarty briefly reviewed changes to the setback measurement and to the nuisance 

ordinance regarding storage of trash or debris in the yard.  The swimming pool ordinance would require 

that a swimming pool be setback at least five feet and enclosed by a fence. Commissioner Chris Berbert 

questioned whether or not there was a lighting requirement for pools and sport courts. City Planner 

Bryn McCarty reported that section 10-29-34 requires lighting to be directed away from an adjoining 

property.  
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It was reported that next week the whole ordinance should be ready for review. The remaining chapters 

were the sign ordinance and the definitions chapter. Red lined and clean copies could be provided. She 

requested that they go through the entire ordinance as a group and thought additional meetings may be 

needed for review. She would send the ordinance to the group before the meeting. Commissioner Adam 

Jacobson suggested being able to receive a copy that highlighted what was new in the ordinance and 

Council Member Coralee Wessman-Moser requested an electronic version with highlights and a way to 

make comments. City Council Member Jared Henderson requested a paper copy. Mayor Carmen 

Freeman also requested a clean version on paper along with the highlighted version. City Planner 

McCarty reported that they would like to approve the ordinance on July 1, 2017. City Attorney John 

Brems suggested working from the new ordinance, as a test run, before approving it. City Planner 

McCarty suggested a meeting on May 3, 2017 and the council and commission were okay with that date. 

She reported that she would provide a clean copy with all changes highlighted and would give them at 

least two weeks to review it before meeting again.  

 

 8:14:02 PM
 

City Planner Bryn McCarty explained that the reason for the Sports Mixed Use Zone was due to a 

request made by Real Salt Lake (RSL) to put up signs for their facility. What she understood was that the 

council and commission were fine with the concept of allowing signs along Mountain View Corridor, 

however, the issue would be how to allow the requested signs without allowing bill boards everywhere. 

The proposal was to create a new Sports and Entertainment Mixed Use Zone. The zone would allow 

district signs for sports facilities. The sign would be allowed in the zone for the facility for that purpose 

and only three signs would be allowed. There would be size requirements. A layout of the project and 

illustrations of the sign were shown. The sign would be used for advertisements for major sponsors. 

Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight explained that council would be supportive of the proposed 

zone. He reported on the process; staff would bring the proposed zone before the Planning 

Commission and City Council along with a ghost application for a zone that does not yet exist. Then the 

applicant would need to go through a rezone proposal. The applicant would then submit an application 

and development agreement. He felt the proposal would be good for the community and for the 

branding of RSL. City Attorney John Brems believed the sign proposal should be a conditional use and 

would require a development agreement. He was still wrestling with the design and whether or not three 

signs should be allowed. The signs would only occur in the new zone. A discussion regarding what 

would be displayed on the signs took place. Assistant City Manager Gordon Haight remarked that the 

development agreement would spell out the requirements for content of the signs. City Council would 

approve or deny the development agreement. Commissioner Adam Jacobson voiced concern over 

supporting one sign entity over another. He felt it could create a much larger problem if it was approved 

the way it was being proposed. However, he was fine with a sign at the location of the RSL facility. 

Assistant City Manager Haight reiterated that any entity could install the type of sign proposed if they 

were to meet the requirements of the zone. He responded to Commissioner Jacobson’s question about 

the purpose of allowing the type of sign proposed, stating the purpose would be for economic 

development. Council Member Jared Henderson was fine with RSL having a marquee at their facility 

like the signs at the Rio Tinto Center or the Delta Center but did not understand the request for three 

signs. Council Member Nicole Martin explained that the city would benefit to help RSL be hugely 

successful. Mayor Carmen Freeman explained the great potential for hotels and restaurants in that area. 
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He felt it would drive economic development. Commissioner Jacobson did not understand the 

proposed distance of the sign from the RSL facility. Council Member Craig B. Tischner requested a view 

of the sign on both sides of the road. Council Member Martin felt the proposal would enable RSL to 

become an amenity component destination. The signs may draw people from all over the state. She also 

felt RSL would be more successful being able to market their sponsors. Commissioner Chris Berbert felt 

like it was important to know the feel that the commission and council wanted for that area. If the 

consensus was for billboards in that area, then he felt they should move forward. Assistant City Manager 

Haight pointed out that Salt Lake Community College would be located next to RSL and they had 

discussed a sign to advertise in that area, as well. He reminded the commission and council that the city 

was competing with surrounding cities and businesses. The hope was that the RSL location would draw 

people internationally. Council Member Martin reminded the commission that the RSL facility would be 

the biggest training center for the soccer profession. She felt that helping them be successful would help 

Herriman be successful. She further explained that the area was created as a clustered area on purpose. 

Commissioner Jacobson felt the sign should be a development sign. He did not understand the 

proposed advertisement sign in the center of pod three. He commented that it would only be seen by 

north bound traffic. He was fine allowing a sign for the facility but not an advertisement sign across the 

road. Commissioner Curt Noble was concerned with the type of advertisements displayed on the sign. 

Council Member Henderson commented that RSL wanted to advertise the events at the center and not 

only advertise for sponsors. He felt that type of sign made sense at the event center. Commissioner 

Chris Berbert thought having two entrance signs at the event center would be fine. Commissioner 

Jacobson advised the commission and council that one of the signs was proposed for pod 3 which was 

all residential. That sign may be frustrating to residents. Assistant City Manager Haight revealed that the 

content of the sign would be approved or denied by City Council and the amount of signs allowed 

would be approved or denied by the Planning Commission. Mayor Freemen felt the need to advertise 

for RSL events and programs was critical and surmised that three signs may be too many, however, 

signage was critical and he wanted to support the request. Commissioner Jacobson reiterated that he 

believed the sign should be by the RSL event center entrance. Council Member Haight pointed out the 

areas and property that was owned by RSL, explaining that those locations were the only areas where 

they could place a sign and remain part of the zone. He reminded them that the property would need to 

be rezoned. A discussion about the placement of the signs took place. City Attorney Brems reported 

that the signs would need to be on RSL property. Assistant City Manager Haight reported that staff had 

worked hard regarding the proposal and suggested a tour of the area to better understand the request.  

 

 

 

None 

 
 

 
 

Chair Clint Smith called for a motion to adjourn. 
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Commissioner Robyn Shakespear MOVED to adjourn the meeting. All voted yes and the motion passed unanimously. 

The meeting adjourned at 8:42:06 PM. 
 

 

I, Cindy Quick, Deputy Recorder of Herriman City, hereby certify that the foregoing minutes represent a true, accurate 

and complete record of the meeting held on March 30, 2017.  This document constitutes the official minutes for the 

Herriman City Council and Planning Commission Work Meeting. 

 
 
 

 



ENVISION
UTAH

H O W  D O  W E  E N S U R E  G O O D  D E S I G N  A N D  Q U A L I T Y  O F  L I F E ?

H O W  D O  W E  P L A N  F O R  S C H O O L S ,  C H U R C H E S ,  A N D  L O N G - T E R M  D E M O G R A P H I C S ?

A MIX OF HOUSING so that communities can 
be successful over time. Communities should 
not be designed for only one demographic 
at a time. Housing should cater to a range of 
ages and lifestyles. This ensures that different 
generations can live in the same area and 
children can live, grow, and possibly stay in the 
same communties where they are raised.

ALLOW PEOPLE TO AGE IN PLACE. With a good mix of housing it is possible for residents to 
remain in their communities as they age.

MAKE COMMUNITIES THAT ARE DESIGNED FOR MANY GENERATIONS. Churches and 
schools shouldn’t be built for one generation then made obsolete. This requires collaboration 
between school districts, churches, cities, and developers to keep them all on the same page.

H O W  D O  W E  M A I N T A I N  F I S C A L  S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y  F O R  O U R  C I T I E S  A N D  T O W N S ?

COMPACT GROWTH helps to lower costs per household because infrastructure doesn’t have 
to stretch as far to get to each home or business. More compact growth also increases the 
tax revenue per acre. In addition, more households in a given area create a strong base to 
support local retail and office supply.

INFILL development utilizes existing buildings and infrastructure, which helps keep overall 
development costs down. Infill also helps centers by preserving and revitalizing existing 
communities. Both of these strategies alleviate the pressure on farmland to develop by using 
urban land more efficiently.

The challenge of growth. 
Utah is growing. By 2050, 
our population will have 
almost doubled. How do 
we ensure that our children 
can stay in Utah and live 
in communities with good 
quality of life? Even though 
Utah is growing rapidly, with 
the right decisions we can 
still keep this a great place 
to live.

Q U A L I T Y
C O M M U N I T I E S
A C A D E M Y

Business parking standards are often 
designed to meet the “busiest day of the 
Christmas season” standard. Newer more 
reasonable standards exist. In well located 
and designed centers, people come by 
means other than car. This helps further 
reduce the need for parking. The best place 
for parking is underground, in well designed 
structures, or behind the building.

HUMAN-SCALE DESIGN

ACCESS TO RECREATION

REASONABLE PARKING

CONNECTED NETWORKS

CENTERS

Having a range of centers at different 
scales allows communities to incorpo-
rate all the destinations and services 
that people need to access. The size, 
location, and components of these 
centers vary and are determined by 
market needs, with different types of 
businesses and public services requir-
ing different sizes of market areas.

Like old town centers, it should be easy and 
pleasant to walk from building to building 
and place to place. This is helped by wide 
sidewalks, lots of windows, parking behind 
buildings with entrances on the street, and 
a good mix of uses. Other amenities such 
as benches, planters, and trees also make 
a place feel like it’s meant for humans, not 
just cars.

TOWNHOMES

NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

VILLAGE CENTER

TOWN CENTER

URBAN CENTER

COMMON
GREEN

MULTI-FAMILY
SINGLE-FAMILY



H O W  D O  W E  I M P R O V E  C O N V E N I E N T  A C C E S S  T O  J O B S ,  S E R V I C E S ,  A N D  H O U S I N G ?

CONNECTED STREET NETWORKS. 
A well connected street network 
allows safe and convenient travel for 
pedestrians and cyclists and also 
reduces the total number of vehicle 
miles traveled by creating more direct 
paths. Connected street networks also 
take pressure off major routes by giving 
drivers efficient alternate paths that can 
also be used in case of emergencies 
that close primary routes.

COMPLETE STREETS. 
Complete streets are designed 
to accomodate multiple 
modes of transportation in 
a way that is appropriate to 
the area. A complete street 
may include sidewalks, bike 
paths, bus lanes, medians, and 
numerous crosswalks.

MIX OF USES. Mixing uses means there will be a greater variety of jobs, services, and 
amenities in close proximity to where people live. This means people can take fewer, 
shorter trips, and potentially have easier access to their places of work. Additionally, 
mixed use design makes it more convenient to access amenities without the use of 
a car because several necessary destinations can be clustered together rather than 
spread throughout a city.

HOUSING CHOICES. A variety of housing choices in every community gives people 
more freedom to choose where they live. This can improve access to daily services as 
well as make it more convenient for them to get to work.

Grid network

Mixed uses

Front doors on streets

Mixed housing types

Main streets / town centers

HISTORIC DESIGN AUTO-ORIENTED DESIGN

Disconnected Streets

Separated uses

Front doors on parking lots

Separated housing types

Strip commercial; larger, fewer 
centers

A RANGE OF CONNECTED CENTERS AT DIFFERENT SCALES:

What are the elements of a center?

• An organic mix of uses (such as shopping, businesses, housing, and cultural 
opportunities) based on market demands

• An interconnected network of streets and sidewalks that connect to 
neighborhoods and other centers 

• Complete streets designed for all transportation modes including driving, 
walking, biking, and public transportation

• A variety of housing types 
• Community gathering spaces
• Access to a network of parks and trails

What are the benefits?

• Better air quality
• Greater convenience for walking, 

biking, and public transportation
• Protects rural areas and single-

family neighborhoods by taking 
the growth pressure off

• Increased tax revenue from 
struggling commercial areas that 
are revitalized

• Lower cost of living
• Less demand for water

• Greater variety of housing for 
people of different incomes, 
abilities, and stages of life

• Better access to good schools, 
healthcare, recreation, shopping, 
jobs, etc.

• Better-connected economy
• Increased tax revenue per mile of 

public streets and pipes
• More agricultural land and open 

space preserved
• Improved health

LEARN MORE ABOUT CREATING QUALITY COMMUNITIES AT 
ENVISIONUTAH.ORG
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DATE:   July 10, 2017    
    

TO: City Council and Planning Commission  

 

FROM: Bryn McCarty, City Planner   

 

SUBJECT: General Plan   
 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  This is a discussion item to give staff direction on changes to the 

general plan.   

 

DISCUSSION:   

 

The City Council has had several meetings and discussions on the General Plan since the 

Planning Commission recommended approval of the plan last year. This meeting is to update the 

Planning Commission on the current status of the General Plan and the changes that have been 

made.  

 

The draft map as modified by the City Council in January is attached.  
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Agricultural Residential (1.8 - 3.0 du/acre)
Hillside Residential (0.5 - 1.7 du/acre)
Agricultural Residential (1.8 - 2.7 du/acre)
Low Density Residential (1.8 - 2.5 du/acre)
Single Family Residential (2.6 - 4.5 du/acre)
Medium Density Cluster (4.6 - 8  du/acre)
Medium Density Town Home (8.1 - 13.9  du/acre)
High Density Residential (14 - 20 du/acre)
Mixed Use
Mixed Use - Towne Center
Commercial
Light Industrial / Business Park
Public/ Institutional/ Cultural/ Schools
Military Operational
Resort/ Recreational
Open Space
Parks and Recreation
Quasi-Public/ Utilities

kj Transit Station
Light Rail
Historic District Conservation Zone
Military Compatibility Overlay
Herriman City Boundary
Proposed Trails
Proposed Roads
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DATE:   July 10, 2017    
    

TO: City Council and Planning Commission  

 

FROM:  Bryn McCarty, City Planner   

 

SUBJECT: Flag Lots   
 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  This is a discussion item to give staff direction on flag lots and 

potential text changes to the ordinance.     

 

DISCUSSION:   

 

Recent applications for rezones and flag lots have prompted this discussion. There have been 

concerns that lots are being subdivided in areas that were always intended to remain as larger 

lots. These areas should be considered “developed”, and no future subdivisions should be 

allowed. These are typically one acre lots that are asking to do a flag lot in the back. 

 

We amended our ordinance to require all flag lots to be a minimum of one-half acre. However, 

even with that requirement there are some areas of the City where several one acre lots were 

intended to remain as large lots. If all of them were allowed to create flag lots, it would likely 

create traffic and safety concerns, as well as greater density than was intended in the area.  

 

Staff recently proposed an ordinance that would not allow flag lots on collector or arterial streets. 

The Planning Commission recommended approval of the ordinance, but it has not yet gone to 

Council.  

 

The Council passed an ordinance directing staff and the Planning Commission to bring back 

changes to “initiate proceedings to amend the Zoning Ordinance to prohibit or regulate any 

subdivision or approvals and/or other land use applications or approvals with respect to flag 

lots”. The ordinance was passed on May 10, 2017. The PC and Council have 180 days to act on a 

new ordinance from that date.  

 

Staff has prepared a draft of the flag lot ordinance with changes that should address many of the 

concerns.  

 

 



10-19-10: FLAG LOTS: (UNDERLINED SECTIONS ARE PROPOSED NEW TEXT)  

 

In order to encourage the more efficient use of land, flag, or L-shaped lots may be allowed as an 

exception subject to the following conditions: 

 

A. Definition: A flag lots is defined as a lot in a residential zoning district that does not meet the 

required frontage on a public street. A flag lots has two distinct parts: the flag, which contains 

the buildable area and is located behind another lot; and the pole, which connects the flag to the 

street, provides the only street frontage for the lot, and contains less than the minimum lot 

frontage for the zone. 

 

B. Purpose: Flag lots are intended to apply only to exceptionally deep or odd shaped parcels that 

are isolated from public streets and would be difficult to develop or utilize in any other way. The 

applicant must demonstrate that a flag lot is the most appropriate development option and that it 

will not detract from the surrounding neighborhood.  

 

C. Minimum Requirements: A flag lot shall meet the following minimum requirements:  

1. The staff portion of the flag lot shall front on and be contiguous to a dedicated local 

public street. Flag lots shall not front on a collector or arterial street.  

 

2. The minimum width of the staff portion of a flag lot shall be twenty feet (20'). On 

properties where the length of the pole is greater than 150 feet, the width of the pole shall 

be no less than 25 feet of driveable surface unless otherwise recommended by the City 

Engineer and Fire Marshall and approved by the Planning Commission.  

 

3. The maximum length shall be two hundred twenty feet (220') unless otherwise approved 

by the Planning Commission upon recommendation of the Unified Fire Authority. 

 

4. The flag lot shall have a hard surfaced driveway from the public street to the required 

parking area for the flag lot. Adequate provisions shall be made for drainage of the 

driveway such as curb and gutter, berming, or swales.  

 

5. A flag lot cannot be created as part of a subdivision where there are more than two lots in 

the subdivision or from an illegally divided lot.  

 

6. A flag lot shall not gain access via an easement on an adjacent property. 

 

7.  No building or construction, except for driveways, shall be allowed on the staff portion 

of said lot unless the minimum width thereof is the same or greater than the minimum 

width for a lot as allowed in the underlying zone (excluding entrance features and 

streetlights). 

 

8. The front side of the flag portion of said lots shall be deemed to be that side nearest to the 

dedicated public street upon which the staff portion fronts, unless otherwise determined 

by staff on a case by case basis. 



 

9. The staff portion of said lots shall be deemed to end, and the flag portion of said lots shall 

be deemed to commence at the extension of the front lot line. 

 

10. The square footage of the flag lot shall be a minimum one-half (1/2) acre. The square 

footage located in the flag portion of said lot, which shall be exclusive of the square 

footage located in the staff portion of said lot, shall not be less than one-third (1/3) acre. 

 

11. The front, side, and rear yard requirements of the flag portion of said lots shall be the 

same as is required in the underlying zone. 

 

12. Only one (1) single family dwelling shall be allowed on a flag lot. No more than one flag 

lot can be served by the staff portion. 

 

13. The approved building envelope shall be illustrated upon the final plat. 

 

14.  A duplex, twin home, or any other multi-family dwelling shall not be located on a flag 

lot. 

 

15. A six foot (6') solid vinyl fence shall be installed on all sides of the flag lot, including 

along both sides of the staff portion of the lot, subject only to the requirements of section 

10-29-3 regarding front yard fencing. unless an exception is granted by the planning 

commission. 

 

16. All applicable street improvements including curb, gutter and sidewalk shall be installed 

along the front of both the flag lot and the lot or parcel from which it is being subdivided. 
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DATE:   July 7, 2017    
    

TO: City Council and Planning Commission  

 

FROM:  Bryn McCarty, City Planner   

 

SUBJECT: Development Agreements   

 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Discussion on the role of the Planning Commission with regards to 

Development Agreements.   

 

DISCUSSION:   
 

The Planning Commission asked to discuss Development Agreements during the Joint Work 

Meeting. They would like to talk about the process for approving Development Agreements and 

how the PC can be more involved.  
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DATE:   July 7, 2017    
    

TO: City Council and Planning Commission  

 

FROM:  Bryn McCarty, City Planner   

 

SUBJECT: Update on the Community Coordinator Program 

 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  Review the draft of the proposed Community Coordinator program 

and process and give staff any feedback.  

 

DISCUSSION:   

 

The City Council asked staff to develop a Community Coordinator program. This will allow 

greater outreach with the community on development applications. It will give the residents a 

chance to meet with the developer prior to the Planning Commission meeting and hopefully 

alleviate concerns they may have about a project.  

 

The employee that runs this program would have frequent contact with the various communities 

regarding applications as they continue through the process, from Planning Commission, to 

engineering, and construction. The employee would also serve as the initial point of contact for 

all developers bringing in new applications.  

 

Staff has prepared a process, flowchart, and additional information regarding the program. We 

will review this during the meeting and get feedback.  
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DATE:   July 11, 2017    
    

TO: City Council and Planning Commission  

 

FROM:  Bryn McCarty, City Planner   

 

SUBJECT: Updated Land Use Ordinance    
 

 

RECOMMENDATION:  This is an update to the revised Land Use and Subdivision 

Ordinances.  

 

DISCUSSION:   

 

Staff is going to review some of the most substantive changes in the revised ordinance. We want 

to make sure the PC and CC are in agreeance on the major changes.  We finally received the last 

chapter on July 11, 2017. This is the section on Process. This final chapter is 60 pages and 

includes a process for every type of application and decision allowed by the ordinance.  

 

We will be adopting the entire revised ordinance at once. Now that we have received the last 

chapter, staff will go through all of the changes and prepare a “highlighted” version for the CC 

and PC to review. This was requested during the last joint meeting. We would like to schedule a 

couple additional meetings to review the updated ordinance, as we begin the adoption process.  
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